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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Hello, and thanks for coming to listen to my talk titled “The Nevada Division of Minerals Open Data Site and the C.L.A.I.M.S. Hub: Utilities and Data for Land Research, Public Outreach/Education, and Land Withdrawal Analysis for Nevada and Beyond”.



Overview

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To start off the presentation I will give a brief overview of the Nevada Division of Minerals Open Data Site and the CLAIMS Hub Site. Then I will review four web applications which encompass the tools that have enabled various people and entities, from federal, state, or local government agencies, mineral explorationists, landmen, realtors, and the public to utilize these websites for various purposes including land research and multiple use evaluation.



The Nevada Division of Minerals Open Data Site

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As mentioned, I work for the Nevada Division of Minerals.  At the division:We are statutorily mandated to do several things for this talk I will only highlight a few and that would be to:	1. Encourage and assist in the exploration for and the production of oil, gas, geothermal energy and minerals within this State.     	 2. Collect and disseminate throughout the State information intended to educate persons engaged in those enterprises and benefit those enterprises in this State, and any information pertaining to any program administered by the Division.	3. And to conduct the State's AML program to identify inactive mines, rank their degree of hazard, and carry out activities to secure these sites, be it through site owners, site claimants or Division staff, and with over 25,000 sites in our AML database a significant amount of land ownership research is required. Also, NDOM is also commonly involved in, and provides data for, lands proposed for withdrawal from mineral entry within the state which sometimes requires a historical narrative of past activities and associated aggregation of data sources that portray the latter like historic mining claims, mining plans and exploration notices.As a result of our mandates, there are several tools and data sets that we commonly generate and utilize.In Nevada, land research was hard not due to a lack of data…rather due to data disparity.When open data sites were made available, we knew we could leverage the platform to assist the public by making the tools and data sets we had available to them, and with this platform we could link to the proper data sources minimizing the disparity…so we staked a claim on an open data site in 2017.



Our open data site provides Nevada Centric 
free downloadable data for:

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our open data site provides Nevada Centric data on and historic mining claims, plans and notices, dissolved mineral resources, mineral producers, mineral commodities, mineral occurrences, public land issues, certain ROW’s, Nevada mining, along with oil, gas, and geothermal activities and production.



Many customized 
applications data 
exploration and 

analysis

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We also have several web applications for conveying, summarizing, and analyzing the data such as the Nevada Mining and Land Withdrawal History Experience, Historic Mineral Production in Nevada, The Geologic Time Application (under development), the Critical Minerals Comparative Map, the OGG Production and Well Data Application along with several more.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Data and web apps are accompanied by educational videos or recordings of talks that we have put together for public outreach, public education, and professional presentations.



The C.L.A.I.M.S. Hub Site – The NV Data Miner

This is a platform for exploring and downloading 
free Mining Claims, Plan, and Notice GIS data. 

Unpatented mining claims, plans and notices 
are presented in this map on a per quarter-
section or per-section basis for Arizona, 
California, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, 
New Mexico, Oregon, Utah, Washington, and 
Wyoming. 

All maps are interactive with feature pop-ups 
designed to guide the user to the appropriate 
places to view data and run queries.

The user can also add their own data to the 
map.

This website is new, and it is anticipated that it 
will be improved upon as time allows.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Sometimes answering questions at the local scale requires a wider lens.  We already had a script developed to process mining claims, notices and plans for Nevada but we needed to see the bigger picture, so the script was modified to process the data for the western US.Disseminating this data to the public doesn’t fit into our mandates so it couldn’t be hosted on our open data site…but we really wanted people to be able to access it.  I pitched the idea to a few entities and New Frontier Drilling graciously offered to sponsor the website and with some personal time donation, the CLAIMS Hub site was born in December of 2021.This is a platform for exploring and downloading Mining Claims, Plan, and Notice GIS data. Unpatented mining claims, plans and notices are presented in this map on a per section or per quarter-section basis for Arizona, California, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, Oregon, Utah, Washington, and Wyoming. All maps are interactive with feature pop-ups designed to guide the user to the appropriate places to view data and run queries.  The user can also add their own data to the map. 



Land Research
A Quick Tour

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I will now review how we use the open data site for land research which for our abandoned mine lands program is focused on finding private property surface ownership and claimants of unpatented mining claims.

https://claims-nvdataminer.hub.arcgis.com/


Free-User 
friendly 

no special 
software 
needed

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Disclaimer, with respect to unpatented mining claims we do realize that the mining claims per quarter section is not “detailed” land research, however, it is a good start to see if ground is open for mineral entry and to get a general sense on the level activity in an area of interest.Most importantly it is free to use and there is no need for additional specialized software.The data are pulled from the BLM’s MLRS database, and in the simplest terms, are joined with points having the same PLSS description so they can be represented spatially. Mining claims are presented per calculated quarter section. Calculated meaning I used geospatial tools to generate PLSS quarter sections from section centroid points.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Most layers are interactive. When the layer is selected, a popup will appear presenting the data in a more “user friendly fashion” as opposed to “vanilla” tabular data tables.Pertinent information is presented, and links to other data sources or queries are provided where necessary. Some search forms, say for example a county accessors office, can be several links deep within a county website, and unless one of my links are broken, I never go searching now! I simply hop to my map, and in 2 clicks I’m right where I need to be.Also, finding the right query to run out of a laundry list of queries can be a time sink, especially when you do not do it every day. Direct links to the necessary queries along with provided query parameters allow for answers to be obtained in a more time efficient manner.



Readily 
available How-

to 
documentation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The other tabs in our Mining Claim application are dedicated to some how-to documentation and an informational video for the public. Having the ability to provide several forms of media in one place helps users find, use, and learn about data and relevant topics at hand at any time day or night without delay, and decreases call volumes to staff so they can focus on other job duties and project deadlines.



Mineral Rights 
Story Map

A Quick Tour

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Though mineral rights don’t typically factor into our day-to-day AML land research tasks, we do answer inquiries on mineral rights ownership quite frequently. We do not answer these questions directly however, we do help them to understand the nuances associated with split estates and mineral rights and point them in the direction necessary to find an answer…or in most cases a landman.

https://claims-nvdataminer.hub.arcgis.com/


Mineral 
Rights Story 

Map

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This story map is a combo informational reference, how-to, and interactive research experience all in one. The idea, to explain what mineral rights are, how to get the pieces of information needed to begin mineral title research, and to help guide the user in making the decision of hiring a land man, trying to figure it out on their own, or just be happy with the surface ownership they know they have.



Nevada Mineral 
Explorer

A Quick Tour

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Another popular application available on our website is the Nevada Mineral Explorer.

https://claims-nvdataminer.hub.arcgis.com/


Groups/Sharing

NV Data Miner

NV Data Miner 
(Lucia)

NDOM
(Lucia)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I would like to take a moment to talk about the ability to easily share data.The ability to share data between organizations and individuals makes the online platform really powerful! With a bit of collaboration layers can be configured and utilized in web maps/apps owned by other individuals or organizations.  For example, NDOM shares and consumes data from the Nevada Bureau of Mines and Geology and vise versa.  Also, the NDOM “Lucia” Consumes Data from the NV Data Miner “Lucia” and vise versa, then all data is shared with the world!!!  Most of the collaboration is straight forward but setting up a zoom meeting with myself took a little thought, and great muting coordination is a necessity!!!The bottom line is the data can be used by different entities to meet different goals and objectives!!



Groups/Sharing – Nevada Mineral Explorer

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is the Nevada Mineral Explorer. This interactive web mapping application was developed by the Nevada Division of Minerals and the Nevada Bureau of Mines and Geology as a tool for explorationists to identify and discover mineral resources throughout Nevada. Datasets include active mines and energy producers, general geology, geophysical data, geochemical data, technical reports and much more.Users can download specific datasets, save maps to PDF’s, conduct research, and view data without any special GIS skills or software.  Data in this interactive map are sourced from the Nevada Bureau of Mines and Geology (NBMG), Nevada Division of Minerals (NDOM), the U.S. Geological Survey, the BLM, and other federal agencies. Data are brought into the map using URL’s from data layers hosted by these other entities.



Multiple Use 
Conflicts

A Quick Tour

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Sharing is also the basis for our Lands with or Having the Potential for Multiple Use conflicts application.

https://claims-nvdataminer.hub.arcgis.com/


Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As more and more land uses come to the forefront like solar and wind ROW multiple land use conflicts will become more common. Being able to analyze what conflicts may exist are during proposal development will enable early engagement along with potentially saving time and money.For in-app analysis, as long as a proposed project boundary is digitized by yours truly, the user can see what impacts a project may have with respect to other multiple uses like mining claims, exploration activities, historic mineral interest, wildlife habitat and distribution, and grazing. We are really trying to make this a collaborative effort, and this project is also in its infancy, but hopefully we can get more data layers incorporated.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
How it works. The user zooms into a project area, selects the area, and can run through this list of filter items to view active mining claims, notices, plans, leases, ROWS, and wildlife habitat or distribution areas. The user can also get a sense of mineral interest in the area via claim density calculations and claim fees paid per section. 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As the filters are ran, data lists are generated that can be exported for further analysis.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Within this application, most extent changes are mirrored with the exception of the “Build Your Own Map” view. So, when the user zooms to an area of interest, all maps within the application will zoom to the exact same extent. Each view has a layer catalog pane on the right-hand side that allows the user to turn other available layers on or off and provides a few more tools allowing for some data presentation flexibility and export functionality. Users can also add their own data or other data layers available on the web to the map for comparison with existing data, but the “Filter the Data” options will not work unless the areas is manually drawn. The added data will show up in all maps available in the web application. When data is uploaded it is not stored anywhere. It is a temporary placement in the map. If were to be stored somewhere, its within the vastness of the ESRI online galaxy that I have no knowledge or privileges to!A table view is available for added ease of record navigation. All available tables can be viewed by selecting the desired table from the drop-down menu provided. Users can also create their own map and print it to a pdf for future reference or distribution. 



Summary

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is what there is so far! If you have any ideas or suggestions, please feel free to reach out. Most of these applications stem from ideas from other people, I just configure them and make them work.Technology coupled with the creative ideas from the wonderful people I work and collaborate with make it easy to say…who knows what lies down the road ahead.  The sky is the limit!



Thank You

Lucia Patterson – NDOM

lmpatterson@minerals.nv.gov

https://data-ndom.opendata.arcgis.com/

mailto:lmpatterson@minerals.nv.gov
https://data-ndom.opendata.arcgis.com/
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